Wait Till You Get Your Hands On It!

NEW
HP95LX with
1 Megabyte
Ram Palmtop
Personal
Computer.

It's the handiest and most compact personal computer around. This HP palmtop comes with built-in Lotus 1-2-3. Plus organizer tools including financial calculator, graphics and more.

INTRODUCTION PRICE $659
Starting March 23, $699.99

SAVE 10% on All HP95LX Accessories.

Get Packing and Save!

Now Hear This!

20% OFF
Entire Stock of Regularly Priced
CDs, Pre-Recorded Tapes, Blank Tapes,
Accessories & Books on Tape!
• ALL Artists! • ALL Labels! • ALL Titles!
• Thousands to choose from!

NOW $10.99 CDs NOW $6.99 TPs
Sale ends March 22, 1992

Pat Dog Peenier
Volo Volo

Melissa Etheridge
Never Enough

Tears for Fears
Tears Roll Down

Social Distortion
Somewhere Between Heaven and Hell

Alison Moyet
Rooftop

25% OFF
All Samsonite® Luggage.
Travel first class with Samsonite. Sale includes all Silhouette IV, Ultralite, Oyster, and Sammies casual luggage. Reg. $80-$310
NOW $60-$232

Shown: Silhouette IV Large Piggy Back. Reg. $310 NOW $232
Silhouette IV Ultra Valet Bag. Reg. $290 NOW $217

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 408-2000